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"Most delinquent acts are committed with companions; most delinquents havedelinquent friends. The meaning of these simple facts is a matter of
wide dispute."
HIRSCHI, 1969: p. 135.
More than three decades ago Kingsley Davis (1938) lent momentumto a debate from which the helping professions, including social work,
never fully recovered. Davis's main contention was that the preachments,personnel, and conceptions of normality espoused by the American mentalhygiene movement necessarily biased the scientific validity and workingpractices behind its programs. Although his position may have been sin-gular when first presented, Davis's stance is now comnonly accepted bylarge numbers of social work professionals, if not by the majority. Sucha stance might appear rather paradoxical on behalf of a profession thathas provided an oft trod path to middle class status for much of its con-
stituency as well as its clientele. Nonetheless, the profession's con-cern with this issue has been clearly illustrated in its prolonged and
searching examination of the interrelationships between values andpractices (cf., for example, Costin, 1964; Feldman, 1970, 1971; Hayesand Varley, 1965; McLeod and Meyer, 1967; Miller, 1968; Varley, 1963, 1966,1968). As a partial response, social workers have been ready to delegateincreasing responsibility for treatment to sub-professionals and indigenouspersonnel (Grosset, et al.,1969; Guerney, 1969; Hardcastle, 1971)
although, to be sure, this trend has not been prompted solely by the
* Preparation of this manuscript was facilitated through funding from
U.S.P.H.S. research grant MN 18813, awarded by the National Institute
of Mental Health, Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency.
deficiencies of middle class workers. Likewise, efforts to recruit
ever larger numbers of minority personnel into the ranks of the profes-
sion (cf. Reichert, 1968; Scott, 1970; Thursz and Rothenberg, 1968) have
been prompted, in part, by a sense of malaise and frustration
associated with the helping efforts of "traditional" social work
institutions and personnel. The latter strategies have been effected
despite the possibility that Davis and others might view them as retro-
gressive and self-defeating maneuvers contributing to greater entrench-
ment of the undesirable ideology and composition of the helping professions.
Even though Davis's implicitly assumed relationship between
middle class status and ineffective service delivery never has been fully
elaborated, there is a modicum of empirical evidence to support its validity
The evidence primarily is derived from studies concerning the clinical
judgment process and regarding reciprocal role expectations in the
therapeutic relationship. Briar (1961), for example, has shown that
middle class student social workers engaged in diagnostic endeavors tend
to stereotype and misjudge the attributes of hypothetical lower class
clients. Aronson and Overall (1966), Goldstein (1962), Heine..and Trosman
(1960), Mechanic (1961), Rosenfeld (1964), Sapolsky (1965), and others
have shown that middle class therapists and lower class clients tend to
hold role expectations for one another, and for the therapeutic situation,
that are highly discrepant, thus leading to high rates of client discon-
tinuance and therapeutic failure. In general, these data may be regarded
as useful for delineating problematic foci in professional training but
they scarcely can be considered sufficient for the validation of a
generalized incapacity of traditional (or, for that matter, of middle
class) institutions and personnel to provide effective service , even
for lower class clients.
In at least two respects the position set forth by Davis and
more recent spokesmen has been seriously misinterpreted and overgeneralized,
thus leading to an indiscriminate and unnecessary rejection of traditional
helping resources. First, there is an implication that the totality
of social work clients consists of lower class individuals who, in
terms of the afore-stated perspective, necessarily cannot profit from the
services of middle class workers. Obviously large numbers of middle
class persons obtain help from social workers and from other helping
professionals. Employing the above logic against itself, middle class
professionals would appear to constitute the preferred helping population
for such clients. However, such a rationale represents a rather tenuous
and threadbare justification for the continuation of helping efforts
framed within the context of traditional social work institutions.
Of much greater concern is the facile tendency for Davis and
other critics to assume that the middle class composition of the helping
professions constitutes- the major, or even a major, explanation for the
failure of therapeutic endeavors. The socio-economic composition of the
helping professions represents but one factor related to their effective-
ness (or ineffectiveness) and, in terms of explanatory value, it may
represent a relatively minor one. Of more direct importance are factors
such as the validity, reliability, and potency of their explanatory and
practice theories, structural and organizational features of service
programs, and the loci of service endeavors.
Consequently the following discussion seeks to force a re-examina-
tion of the efficacy of traditional helping institutions. Particular
emphasis will be placed upon one major social problem, viz., juvenile
delinquency. The discussion is not meant to serve as an apologia for
traditional social work institutions. To the contrary, its main thrust
will be towards the redefinition of services by traditional agencies.
Moreover, no claim is made that the rationales set forth herein will
apply to problem areas other than juvenile delinquency.
Among the general postulates to be set forth are the following:
(1) that few institutional structures, other than traditional ones, are
available and effective for rehabilitative efforts directed toward
children with behavioral problems, (2) that virtually all major theories
of delinquency can be reinterpreted to support the utilization of tradi-
tional resources, and (3) that the effective utilization of traditional
institutional resources depends upon a major redefinition of treatment
locus, but only minor alterations in institutional operations.
Delinquency and Traditional Social Work Institutions
In the following discussion "traditional" social work institutions
shall refer to comunity-oriented agencies that do not view their primary
function as rehabilitation or treatment. Such institutions primarily
provide recreational, educational, cultural, or leisure-time services for
pro-social clientele, that is, clientele who engage in illegal or
deviant behavior rarely or not at all. Examples may include many, but
not all, YMCA's, Jewish Community Centers, and neighborhood settlement
houses. Although many such agencies serve middle class populations, the
socio-economic status of the agency's clientele can not be considered a
central determinant of the agency's location along a "traditional-non-
traditional" continuum. If any attribute of the client population can be
considered significant for definitional purposes it is that the over-
whelming proportion of clients exhibits "pro-social" behavior, as defined
by the larger society, regardless of whether their socio-economic position
situates them within the lower, middle, or upper strata. This may be
contrasted with the case in correctional institutions where virtually
the entire client population has been incarcerated for anti-social
behavior of one type or another. The most basic criterion for the
definition of traditional institutions inheres, then, in the services that
they provide. Such services are predominantly, if not totally, geared
towards recreational, educational, cultural, or leisure time objectives.
By definition, such agencies afford two key advantages seldom found in
juvenile correctional institutions: location within the open community
and a plentiful supply of pro-social peers. The implications of these
structural features are myriad and profound.
The Failure of Alternative Treatment Resources
Until recent years most efforts to rehabilitate juvenile
delinquents took place within the confines of closed correctional
institutions. During the past two decades, however, there has been
a marked tendency towards the elaboration of treatment programs
within institutions that increasingly approach the freedom and
verisimilitude of the open community. The ultimate step in this
progression has been an emphasis on treatment programs conducted
entirely within the open community. But, unfortunately, regardless
of their social context the available data concerning rehabilitative
programs for delinquents have shown mixed results at best (Empey,
1967; Lerman, 1968).
A. Treatment Within Correctional Institutions
Perhaps the lowest success rates have been found in rehabilita-
tive programs conducted within correctional institutions. Nonetheless,
large numbers of youngsters are referred to such institutions, even
though they might not have engaged in criminal behavior. Following a
summary review of nearly a score of children's correctional institutions,
Sheridan (1967) found that approximately 30% of the inmates were
children convicted for conduct that would not have been judged criminal
had they been adults. His review of ten students performed by the
Children's Bureau shows that 48Z of the 9500 children in selected state
and local detention programs have not comittedadult criminal acts.
And, of special note, Sheridan found that a review of public and private
institutions for American delinquents revealed a total of 476 imates
under ten years of age. One in every six of these was under seven years
old!
The reasons set forth for rehabilitative failures in closed
institutions have been numerous. Oftentimes such institutions develop
multiple goals which contribute to intra-organizational conflicts between
custodial and therapeutic objectives and practices (Cressey, 1959;
Grusky, 1959; Oblin, 1958; Ohlin, Piven, and Pappenfort, 1956; Piliavin,
1966; Piven and Pappenfort, 1960; Prentice and Kelly, 1966; Vinter and
Janowitz, 1959; Weber, 1957; Zald, 1962). These tend to neutralize the
gains derived from therapeutic programs (Cressey, 1962; Ohlin, Piven,
and Pappenfort, 1960; ?rentice and Kelly, 1966). Even in institutions
where treatment goals are paramount the interaction of various profes-
sional disciplines sometimes leads to staff conflict (Street, et al.,
1966; Zald, 1962) and/or to inconsistent treatment.
Miller and Kenney (1970) observed negligible treatment success in
a psychiatric hospital with a special program for anti-social children,
even though treatment goals were espoused by all staff. Workers in the
various disciplines of psychiatry, psychology, nursing, occupational
therapy, education, group work, and casework
"treated each adolescent in a partialized, parochial
manner, according to the part of his personality or
problem they identified. No amount of team effort
was wholly effective in formulating an integrated,
consistent, approach to the pateint. Furthermore,
in this kind of environment, where the focus (was)
on illness, there (was) an allegiance to permissiveness,
the most conducive fertilizer in the cultivation of
behavior disorders." (Miller and Kenney, 1970, pp. 49-50).
Interestingly, although the staff were unable to conclude that anti-
social children received direct or indirect benefit from hospitalization,
the referral agencies and families were not so cautious in their
judgment.
'We were generally praised regardless of the outcome.
If the patient made a better adjustment following
hospitalization we were given full credit; if his
problems persisted we were told that at least we had
done more than anyone else had been able to do.
We were never certain what we had done. We had
seen nothing of any significance happen to these
patients in the hospital; our recommendations for
aftercare were not, to say the least, assiduously
followed; and some of us had the unsettling
thought that these youngsters would have fared as
well without hospitalization." (Miller and Kenney,
1970, p. 52).
Overpopulation is another problem that has plagued rehabilitative
efforts within correctional institutions. Thus, for example, in eleven
states with progras housing 9,165 children (221 of the total reported
by all 52 jurisdictions), the average daily inmate population was 10Z or
more above their respective systems' capacities (National Council on
Crime and Delinquency, 1967). Overpopulation leads not only to frag-
mentation of rehabilitative endeavors but to organizational control
problems which oftentimes are resolved at the expense of treatment goals.
Many observers have reported, for instance, that custodial staffs
frequently bargain with inmate leaders in order to retain control over
the total inmate population. In essence, they delegate control power
to highly anti-social imates in order to protect their mwn occupational
positions, thus legitimizing and reinforcing deviant behavior among the
inmate population (Barker and Adams, 1959; Clemer, 1958; Grosser, 1958;
Polsky, 1962; Rolde, et al., 1970; Schrag, 1954; Street, 1965; Sykes and
Matza, 1957; Tittle, 1969). McCorkle (1956) has described the quandary
of guards in correctional institutions in a succinct and trenchant manner:
"To a large extent the guard is dependent on inmates for
the satisfactory performance of his duties and, like many
figures of authority, the guard is evaluated in terms of the
conduct of the men he tontrols - a troublesome, noisy, dirty
cell-block reflects on the guard's ability to 'handle
prisoners' and this forms an important component of
the merit rating which is used as the basis for pay
raises and promotions. A guard cannot rely on the
direct application of force to achieve compliance,
for he is one man against hundreds; and if he con-
tinually calls for additional help he becomes a
major problem for the short-handed prison administration.
A guard cannot easily rely on threats of punishment;
for he is dealing with men who are already punished
near the limits permitted by society and if the guard
insists on constantly using the last few negative
sanctions available to the institutions: the withdrawal
of recreation facilities and other privileges, solitary
confinement, or loss of good time - he again becomes
burdensome to the prison administration which realizes
that its apparent dominance rests on some degree of
uncoerced cooperation. The guard, then, is under
pressure to achieve a smoothly running cell-block
not with the stick but with the carrot, but here
again his stock of revards is limited. One of the
best 'offers' he can make is ignoring minor offenses
or making sure that he never places himself in a
position to discover infractions of the rules."
(p. 13)1
Simple overpopulation probably contributes to rehabilitative
failure in other ways also. Overcrowding of correctional institutions may
lead to the aggregation of a selected inmate population consisting of
the most incorrigible delinquents, thus making it additionally difficult
to evoke therapeutic change. Likewise, early offenders may be refused
admission and/or treatment due to overcrowding, thus contributing to the
maintenance of deviant behavioral patterns that may be proportionately
more difficult to treat at later stages of a delinquent career.
Conditions such as the foregoing are closely related to what
may be the most pervasive and debilitating factor contributing to the
high failure rate in correctional institutions, namely, the peer composi-
tion of the treatment environment. Whether treatment is at the
individual or group level the vast preponderance of role models within the
inmate's social environment are anti-social. The inmate's peers are
persons who exhibit seriously anti-social behavior, who reinforce and
reciprocate such behavior, and who, to some extent, have demonstrated an
inability to function within acceptable limits in the open community.
Such factors necessarily deter efforts to rehabilitate inmates and to
prepare them for effective pro-social functioning in the open community
(cf. Clepner, 1958; Hindelang, 1970; Jesness, 1965; Street, 1965; Sykes
and Messinger, 1960). Moreover, they may foster more frequent and/or
serious deviant behavior among inmates who might have been relatively
pro-social prior to incarceration.
To be sure, the lnnate peer culture cannot be vlewed eJ-nply
as the total suo of autl-socfal or deviant behavfors prevfously
learned by dellnquents and brought to the fnstitutfon. socfal structuralfeatures of the correctlonal fnstftutÍon prornote devfant behavlor,
especfally wlth reference to aexr¡al practf.ces (Iùard and Kassebarm, 1964).
And, as Hindelang (1970) has noted, typLcal netnorkg of rer¡arde aod
punlslments are lnnefectfve Ín prfsons, largely because the reward side
has been stripped away (e.g., oaflfng prfvileges, vf.si.ttng prlvlleges,
pereonal poeseasfons) or has been replaced by other tJrpes of rerlards(e,g., drug uaage, honosexuallty, and so forth). Even fu relaÈively open
correctLonal lDstitutlons this factor would appear to be e DåJor one
accountlng for the faLlure of treatuent prograos. Eynon and Slnpson(1965), for exauple, reported that JuvenLle delinquents treated fn an
opeu pernleslve caop settfug, r¡fth an average dafly populatl-on of only
65 boys, exhlbfted no dlfferences tn delfnqueflt self-conceptl.ons from
those treated Ln a large state-operated traínfng school.
De6plte the nany factors nilitatíug agafust effectfve treatment
some correctlonal fnstitutlons have experlenced lfmited success ln
rehabllttatfve work nfth anti-socfal Lnmates. Nonetheless, behavlorel
changes exempllfLed ¡¡lthln the correctlonal lnstitution pây be far
removed from effectLve èocial funetlonLng fn the open comunity. Slnce
the trúo social enviror¡ments are s¡o dÍssl_nilar pro-eocLal behavfor
developed wLthin the former setting may ûot be transferable or sustal-nable
t¡lthln the laÈter. And, of course, behavloral change wtÈhLu Èhe
correctLo¡ral fn6tftutloû ls of llttle consequence uoless Lt can be
transferred and stabfllzed wfthin the larger socfety. The narked
dÍfferences between ln-patlent and out-patlent envlronmentc, and thêdiffering sktlls necessary for successful functlonfng wLthln each, serve
to emphasfze the low trarÌsferabflLty of behavloral changes learned 1n the
correctlonal envLrornent.
In order to eaae the dLecontfnulty betweeD, correctlonal lnstLtu-
tlons and the larger eocLety soue comr¡nltLes håve developed transitlonal
lnstitutlons, such as halfvay houses, group homes, end short-Èero
detentLon center8. lreatEent progrâms within such lnstftutions have
been some¡¡hat nore successful than those conducted withfn closed
institutlons (l'lcCorkle, et aI., 1958; Iùeeks, 1958). Itrorúever, effective
rehabllltatl-on is then dependent elther upon the creatfon of anclllary
treatrneût facflftfes or upon the deveLopment of new transltlonal
atrategiea, euch as conJugal vJ,sits, home furLoughs, and so forth.
Moreover, nefther approach effectfvely neutralLzes the dysfuncËlonal
conseque¡rces of 'devfant peer group composftLon.
Ao addltfonal problem pertaJ.nlng to closed correctfonâl
fnstitutLons and, to a lesser extent, to transftfonal lostltutlons,
derives from the labelllng or stÍguatfzatfon of theLr lnmates and formeE
l-r¡mates. countleËFînvõlgatõîñãtãffiined rhe process whereby
persons withln the open comunity stfgEatlze releaeed lnmates, thus
delJ-nitÍng their opportunLtLes to engage fn pro-soc1al behavlor and,
ín effect, creatfng the necessary conditions for contlnued deviant
behavlor (Akers, 1968; Delanater, 1968; Glbbe, 1966; Eriksot, L962;
McSally, 1960; Pilfavln and Briar, 1964; Schnartz and Skolnlck, 1962;
Sheri.dan, 1967; Slmons, 1965; Terry, 1970; Ifheeler and Cottrell , 1966).
Ffnally, regardless of the adequacy of servlcee the cost
of care 1r¡ a correctfonal facflity J.s lnordlDately hlgh. Effty-two
lurisdlctJ-ons report a total operati.trg cost of $144,596,618 to carefor an average dally populatlotr of 421389 youngsters. Thls means an
avelage per caplta operatlog expenditure of $31411, equivalent to oneyearrs tultfon and liviug expenses at a top qualfty liberal arts
college (Natlonal Council on Crime and Dellnquency, 1967).
In sum.ary, then, an overwheln{ng panoply of factors nflítate
agaLnst effectlve rehabLlitatLon within corEectlonâl fnstl-tutions.
These include uultiple and conflÍctfng organizatfonal goaIs, over-
crowdfng, devfant peer group compositlon (wl-th conconitant peer group
rerrard and punlehment systems), low tra1sferabj.llty of change beyond
the treatnent envilonment, labelllng and stfgnatlzatíon of forner
inmates, and high cost. These factors, and others, have lent support
to a dl-fferent varíety of treatment efforts, vfz., those located rrithf-n
the open comunLty. Lackiog the above obstacles such treatnent proglans
presuoably should neet rülth substaotLal success.
B. Treatuent in the Open Comuuity
In order to avoÍd many of the probleoatic features assocfated
nith resLdentlal treatmeDt a varlety of rehabilitatLve programs have
been-developecl wfthlu the open comuoity. These Lnclude prograros
involving the assignment of detached workers to Juvenlle gargs (Adans,
1967; Cl1ne, et al.,1968; Cooper,1967; Crawford, et al.,1950;
Kantor and Bennett, 1968; Mattick and Caplan, L967; Short and Strodtbeck,
1965; Frost, et al., 1967), outpatfeût treatmeût progrâñs based upou
technlques such as guided group Lnteraction (Enpey and Rabov, 1961;
ItfcCorkle, 1952¡ Pllnfck, et al., 1966; I{arren, 1970), and conprehensive
multf-servlce programs ¡¡here a varfety of servfces are offered to the
dellnquent chlld, lncludJ-ng casework, group work, and gufdance counsellûg(Heyer, et al., 1965). ^Although certaLo of these progians have
experlenced límlted success a general overvlew lndicates mlxed results.lloreover, the relevant enpirlcal data tend to be unsygtênatLc andfnconplete.
One of the best reputed conparatlve studles has been the
Essexfielde program. rn this program recidlvism rates r¡ere compared a.mong(l) subjects at Essexfl-elds (a oon:resídentfal group-cenrered piogram), -(2) groups on regular probatfon, (3) groups Ln ¡esidentlal treatment
centers, and (4) groups fn a state reforDatory. The faÍlure rate at
Essexfierds was much lower than that at the state reforratory (stephenson
and Scarplttl, 1969) but sllghtly hlgher thaû rhat fn the resldentialgroup centers (Scarplttl and Stephenson, 1968). Interestl-ngly, the
delimiting their opportunities to engage in pro-social behavior and,
in effect, creating the necessary conditions for continued deviant
behavior (Akers, 1968; DeLamater, 1968; Gibbs, 1966; Erikson, 1962;
McSally, 1960; Piliavin and Briar, 1964; Schwartz and Skolnick, 1962;
Sheridan, 1967; Simmons, 1965; Terry, 1970; Wheeler and Cottrell, 1966).
Finally, regardless of the adequacy of services the cost
of care in a correctional facility is inordinately high. Fifty-two
jurisdictions report a total operating cost of $144,596,618 to care
for an average daily population of 42,389 youngsters. This means an
average per capita operating expenditure of $3,411, equivalent to one
year's tuition and living expenses at a top quality liberal arts
college (National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 1967).
In summary, then, an overwhelming panoply of factors militate
against effective rehabilitation within correctional institutions.
These include multiple and conflicting organizational goals, over-
crowding, deviant peer group composition (with concomitant peer group
reward and punishment systems), low transferability of change beyond
the treatment environment, labelling and stigmatization of former
inmates, and high cost. These factors, and others, have lent support
to a different variety of treatment efforts, viz., those located within
the open community. Lacking the above obstacles such treatment programs
presumably should meet with substantial success.
B. Treatment in the Open Community
In order to avoid many of the problematic features associated
with residential treatment a variety of rehabilitative programs have
been-developed within the open community. These include programs
involving the assignment of detached workers to juvenile gangs (Adams,
1967; Cline, et al., 1968; Cooper, 1967; Crawford, et al., 1950;
Kantor and Bennett, 1968; Mattick and Caplan, 1967; Short and Strodtbeck,
1965; Frost, et al., 1967), outpatient treatment programs based upon
techniques such as guided group interaction (Empey and Rabow, 1961;
McCorkle, 1952; Pilnick, et al., 1966; Warren, 1970), and comprehensive
multi-service programs where a variety of services are offered to the
delinquent child, including casework, group work, and guidance counseling
(Meyer, et al., 1965). Although certain of these programs have
experienced limited success a general overview indicates mixed results.
Moreover, the relevant empirical data tend to be unsystematic and
incomplete.
One of the best reputed comparative studies has been the
Essexfields program. In this program recidivism rates were compared among
(1) subjects at Essexfields (a non,.residential group-centered program),
(2) groups on regular probation, (3) groups in residential treatment
centers, and (4) groups in a state reformatory. The failure rate at
Essexfields was much lower than that at the state reformatory (Stephenson
and Scarpitti, 1969) but slightly higher than that in the residential
group centers (Scarpitti and Stephenson, 1968). Interestingly, the
lowest recidivism rate was found for those subjects undergoing proba-
tionary treatment. Scarpitti and Stephenson suggest that the com-
parative success noted for probationers may be closely associated with
the selective, relatively low-risk population being treated. High-
risk delinquents tend to be returned to the juvenile court for further
disposition and, oftentimes, to residential treatment institutions.
Consequently the apparent effectiveness of probation may be traced
largely to the lower risks presented by probationers. Additionally,
"the low rate of recidivism of probationers who complete treatment
may be partially accounted for by the high rate of recidivism of
in-program failures" (Scarpitti and Stephenson, 1968, p. 369). In
other words, all comparisons are relative and, therefore, the success
rate associated with probation may appear to be high only in comparison
with the considerably lower success rates found for the other three
treatment modalities. It is important to note that similar interpretations
might be applicable when community treatment programs are compared with
in-residence correctional programs. As a result, the actual significance
of treatment successes observed in the open community may be open to
greater question than heretofore.
Warren (1970), in one of the most current and comprehensive
reviews of community treatment programs, clearly cites the contradictory
findings of selected community treatment programs. Borjeson, a Swedish
psychologist, assessed nine "risk groups" exposed to both institutional
and non-institutional correctional programs and found non-institutional
programs related to lower recidivism on all assessments (p. 10). Likewise,
the probation department of Los Angeles County, California, in a project
entitled W.H.I.S.P. (Willowbrook-Harbor Intensive Supervision Project),
randomly assigned boys to forestry camps and small community caseloads.
The success rate of the community program was equal to or better than
that of the camps, at a reduced cost (p. 11). Empey and Lubeck (1971)
recently completed a comparative study of residential and community
programs that shows the community program to be at least as effective
as the institutional program in reducing subsequent law violation
behavior. In addition, the intervention program in the community setting
required less than half the time of the institutional program, with a
resulting reduction in costs of more than 50% (Warren, 1970, p. 11).
One of the most extensively researched non-residential programs
has been the Community Treatment Project conducted by the California
Youth Authority (Warren, 1969). Since 1961 the Community Treatment
Project has randomly assigned juvenile offenders in some areas to
intensive community programs and to the traditional Youth Authority
institutional programs. Findings over the years have shown the community
program to result in lower recidivism rates, lower unfavorable discharge
rates, higher favorable discharge rates, and imporved pre-post psychological
test scores compared to the institutionalized subjects (Warren, 1970,
p. 12). Moreover, the average monthly costs of the Community Treatment
Program are considerably lower than institutional costs: boy's
institutions: $318; girls' institutions: $461; Community Treatment
Program: $161 (Warren, 1967, p. 199).
Similarly, the Provo experiment in delinquency rehabilitation
(Empey and Rabow, 1961) and the Mobilization for Youth Program (Arnold,
1964; Bibb, 1967) reportedly experienced some success although the
empirical data regarding both programs are rather limited and unsystematic.
Preliminary reports from certain community-based behavior modification
programs also indicate success when utilizing non-professionals to
structure reinforcement contingencies intended to decrease children's
anti-social behaviors and, conversely, to increase their pro-social
behaviors (Bailey, et al., 197.0; Philips, 1968).
In sharp contrast, Jaffe studied institutionalized and non-
institutionalized dependent and neglected children on such dimensions
as "felt powerlessness" and "delinquency proneness". His conclusion was
that educationally oriented institutions do not significantly change
attitudes known to be associated with delinquency proneness (Warren, 1970,
p. 10). Similarly, Uusitalo, a Finnish sociologist, found no noticeable
differences in recidivism rates for subjects treated in open labor
colonies, as opposed to those treated in closed prisons (p. 10).
A comprehensive and well-controlled study of vocational high
school girls who received a variety of interventions showed no positive
results (Meyer, Borgatta, and Jones, 1965). The famous Cambridge-
Somerville Youth Study also obtained negative results (McCord and McCord,
1959a, 1959b; Powers and Witmer, 1951), some reasons for which have
been posited in a thoughtful discussion by Toby (1965). Likewise,
the well-known Mid-City Delinquency Project, conducted in Boston between
the years 1954 and 1957, demonstrated no positive findings (Miller, 1970;
Kantor and Bennett, 1968). The investigators' conclusions were clear and
concise:
"It is now possible to provide a definite answer to
the principal evaluative research question - "Was there
a significant measurable inhibition of law-violating or
morally-disapproved behavior as a consequence of Project
efforts?" The answer, with little necessary qualification,
is "No". All major measures of violative behavior
--disapproved actions, illegal actions, during-contact
court appearances, before - during - after appearances-
provide consistent support for a finding of negligible
impact" (Miller, 1970, p. 652).
Data regarding the effects of community center and detached
worker programs have been roughly similar. Thus, for example, the
Seattle Atlantic Street Center randomly assigned anti-social acting-
out junior high school boys to experimental and control groups.
The experimental boys joined a "club" at the Center and were formed
into weekly meeting groups conducted by social workers. The findings
indicated essentially no between-group differences in terms of frequency
of school disciplinary contacts, but did reveal a significant difference
1n the average severlty of disciplinary contacts l-n favor of the
experlmental gloup. No dlffereaces betr¡een experlmentals and controls
were shown on comunlty Índfces (Iùarren, 1970, p. 34).
analyses (Adans, L967).
rn s'mary, then' the avafrable data suggest that co@urrtytEeetDent progr¿utrs m,y be somerÍhat more effectíve than those conducted
fnnates that the comrrnfty data appear to be truly J.upresslve. In
short, absolute rates of success fDdicate that much wórk is yet to be
done 1n order to demoDstrate the rear efficacy of coouuulty treatnent
Programs.
At thls Juûcture ft is gerDaûe to fnqulre why comunlty
treatmetrt programs have experlenced so lltt.le auccess. rn comparlson¡¡1th resldeûtl*al programs, certain advantages of comunfty treätnent
necessarLly must be acknowledged. Costs are lower, overpopulatlon
becomes a somer¡hat frrerevant lesue, the strafns bet¡¡een custodtal
and treatment goals are dlmfnlshed, and problens concernlng the trans-ferabtlity of behavforal chaages are negltgible. anong thã reminfngfactor6, then, trro would appear of paramount inportance: the
arrd the dysfunctÍonal peer
Atthough co¡Dûr¡ntty treatmeût progr¿rrtrs nay entall less stfgÀatlzatlonthan residentlal programs lt ls clear that consÍderable Btfgnå attends
treatment fn eLther nll1eu. Just as mere processfng by the polfce naylabel a Juvenlle adversely (Pfltavan and BrÍar, Lg64), a child nay be
stfgnatized through assoclatfon rrlth relatfvely Lnnocuous rehabflitative
agents, such as the Juvenile court (Clcourel, 1967; Platt, 1969;
Iterthnann L967) or a speelal public school class (Schafer, 1967).
n part, from lnstftuÈl-on to chfld.
StigDåtfzatton doee not occur solely, however, because of
ooere assocLatlon ¡flth the treatDent agency. It aLso geoeralLzes
from oners co-treatDeo.t wlth peers ¡¡ho are labelled as delLnqueut or
antL-socLal. llere rehabilltatfve efforte to take place anong peera not
so labelled the consequent stfgnatl-zatfon ¡¡ould be proportlonately
less. In one sense, then, the peer co¡posltlon of the treatment group
preaents aD obstacle to rehabllLtatlon regardless of the peersr dlrect
Lnfluence upon one aûother.
Additionally, peer group composition poses even more serf-ous
difficultfes for rehabLlltatfon. To our knorrledge, every comunfty
prograE that utllizes group treetment has endeavored to treat antf-
soclal or delluquent chl-ldren along rüfth, and wlthLn the context of,
other antl-socl-al or delinquent chfldren. thls ts the basic factor
coû¡mon to both reÊldentlal and comr¡nlty treaËEeut progr,as and, it
is poslted-Jhe basic deffclency of both. If treatÐeûi groups aEe
composed solely of autl-social chLldren the group coDtlnuea to pre-
aert the basic coudLtlors EÍlltatLng agalnst adaptive and su6talDed
behavioral change. These lnclude devLant role uodels and deviant
systems of re¡¡ard and punl.clment. Indeed, the flrst uenbers wlthln
such groups to move tor¡ard pro-socfal bebavLor may face conefderable
rl-sks, especially lf sfgnlficaot portlons of the soclal psychologfcal
lfterature are deeoed relevant (Asch, 1952; Schachter, 1951; Feldoau,
L9673 Secord, Backnan, and Peirce, 1966¡ Stegel and Sfegel, 1957).
Interestfngly, as Hattick and Caplan (1967) have pol.Dted out,
the therapfstrs task Lû comuûfty treatment settings nay be much uore
dffficult than r¡lthl-n the cloeed fnstirutLon. Not ooly can the
therapíst exert fener controls over group members, but he ruûs a
higher rlsk of belng co-opted or corrupted by the group. Ae they note,
lrthe possibllfty of corruptlDg the ¡yorker is not..
ll¡lted to the cotrstent testLûg of hls Dotfves toward
venalfty; fn fact, the possibllftles aEe multlfarious and
6ometl-mes losidf.ous. Amoog the Dore seductlve modes
of corruptfng th¿...worker are those that ffx upon hLs
Jmpulses tor¡ard generoslty, humanÍtarfaulsm, and
seDtlmeatality, as l¡ell as those that play upoo hls
deslre to elfcft coûventfonal responses from hÍs gang
uenber clLentsr' (p. 108).
nlnimfze the stisÈatÍz et-Lorr assocfatêd r¡lth rehabllftatlon
Lt ls necessarv to locate such orosrems within lnstitutlons thât
Lparf]-y as treatúeot agencÍes aod, consequently,
agents, such as the juvenile court CCLcourel, 1967; riatt, 1969;
Werthman, 1967) or a special public school class (Schafer, 1967).
In order to minimize the stigmatization associated with rehabilitation
it is necessary to locate such programs within institutions that are
not viewed primarily as treatment agencies and, consequently, where
stigmatization is not transmitted, in part, from institution to child.
Stigmatization does not occur solely, however, because of
one's association with the treatment agency. It also generalizes
from one's co-treatment with peers who are labelled as delinquent or
anti-social. Were rehabilitative efforts to take place among peers not
so labelled the consequent stigmatization would be proportionately
less. In one sense, then, the peer composition of the treatment group
presents an obstacle to rehabilitation regardless of the peers' direct
influence upon one another.
Additionally, peer group composition poses even more serious
difficulties for rehabilitation. To our knowledge, every community
program that utilizes group treatment has endeavored to treat anti-
social or delinquent children along with, and within the context of,
other anti-social or delinquent children. This is the basic factor
common to both residential and community treatment programs and, it
is posited, the basic deficiency of both. If treatment groups are
composed solely of anti-social children the group continues to pre-
sent the basic conditions militating against adaptive and sustained
behavioral change. These include deviant role models and deviant
systems of reward and punishment. Indeed, the first members within
such groups to move toward pro-social behavior may face considerable
risks, especially if significant portions of the social psychological
literature are deemed relevant (Asch, 1952; Schachter, 1951; Feldman,
1967; Secord, Backman, and Peirce, 1966; Siegel and Siegel, 1957).
Interestingly, as Nattick and Caplan (1967) have pointed out,
the therapist's task in community treatment settings may be much more
difficult than within the closed institution. Not only can the
therapist exert fewer controls over group members, but he runs a
higher risk of being co-opted or corrupted by the group. As they note,
"the possibility of corrupting the worker is not..
limited to the constant testing of his motives toward
venality; in fact, the possibilities are multifarious and
sometimes insidious. Among the more seductive modes
of corrupting the.-worker are those that fix upon his
impulses toward generosity, humanitarianism, and
sentimentality, as well as those that play upon his
desire to elicit conventional responses from his gang
member clients" (p. 108).
Utilizing metaphor, Hattick and Caplan view the street club worker as a
hunter and the delinquent gang, or at least its delinquent tendencies,
as his legitimate quarry. When the group presents the worker with
certain decoys, or "stake animals", the hunter may become the prey.
This happens because the "stake animal's many delinquent and dependent
characteristics divert the worker's attention from his legitimate quarry,
the group, and entrap most of his time, energy, and resources" (p. 108).
Consequently, the peer composition of virtually all treatment groups,
including those located within the open community, serve to retard
rehabilitative efforts among anti-social youth. It is posited, then,
in order to maximize rehabilitative potential the anti-social composition
of treatment groups must be minimized. It follows that the most efficacious
rehabilitation is likely to occur in groups composed entirely of pro-
social children, excepting the particular subject to be rehabilitated.
Implications for Traditional Social Work Agencies
Pending requisite empirical data, our discussion thus far leads
to two basic conclusions: (1) that rehabilitation potential can be
maximized if appropriate programs are conducted within institutions not
usually viewed as treatment agencies, and (2) that kehabilitation
potential can be maximized if the peer groups utilized for treatment are
composed entirely of pro-social children, except for the particular
subject to be rehabilitated. These conclusions directly suggest the
efficacy of utilizing "traditional" social work agencies as loci for
rehabilitation programs and, mutatis mutandis, would appear to constitute
a rather marked departure from the usual objectives of such institutions.
It has been suggested that such changes would minimize the stigmatization
associated with treatment, would vitiate many of the difficulties
associated with deviant peer group composition, and would enhance the
ease with which changes learned within treatment are transferable and
sustainable beyond the treatment group.
Further analysis of the above proposals should focus upon at
least two additional considerations: (1) the systematic examination
of theoretical rationales for such changes, especially with reference
to contemporary theories of juvenile delinquency, and (2) the assessment
of operational implications for traditional agencies. Due to space
limitations the former topic will receive only cursory attention; a
highly detailed analysis will be available elsewhere (Feldman, et al.,
1971).
Traditional Agencies and Theories of Delinquency
Contemporary theories of delinquency are many and varied.
To cite but a few major ones, delinquency has been attributed, at least
in part, to the unavailability of legitimate social opportunities
(Cloward, 1959; Cloward and Ohlin, 1960; Cohen, 1965; Merton, 1959;
Palmore and Hanond, 1964; Schrag, 1962; Short, et al., 1965; Spergel,
1967), to differential association (Cressey, 1960; Reiss and Rhodes,
1964; Short, 1957; Sutherland and Cressey, 1966; Voss, 1969) and
socialization within the context of deviant sub-cultural norms (Cohen
and Short, 1958; Kvaraceus and Miller, 1959; Lerman, 1967, 1968;
Miller, 1958, 1970; Shaw and McKay, 1942; Wolfgang and Ferracuti,
1967), to the lure of deviant situational inducements and/or insufficient
societal controls (Briar and Piliavin, 1965; Hirschi, 1969; Reckless,
1961, 1962; Voss, 1969; Yablonsky, 1962), to delinquents' learned
capacities to neutralize norms and rationales pertaining to pro-social
behavior (Matza, 1964; Sykes and Matza, 1957), to a lack of recreational
facilities (Gold, 1963, 1970; Matza and Sykes, 1961), to dysfunctional
labelling and stigmatization by the larger society (Akers, 1968;
Becker, 1963; DeLamater, 1968; Eisner, 1969; Erikson, 1962; Gibbs, 1966;
Piliavin and Briar, 1964; Platt, 1969; Simmons, 1965; Werthman, 1967),
to the development of deviant self-concepts (Dinitz, et al., 1962;
Fannin and Clinard, 1965; Kinch, 1962; Reckless'and Dinitz, 1967;
Reckless, et al., 1956; Schwartz and Tangri, 1965; Tangri and Schwartz,
1967; Voss, 1969), to reaction formations against middle class values
and standards of success (Cohen, 1955), and to the impact of broad-scale
socio-economic and ecological factors (Chilton, 1964; Clark and Wenninger,
1962; Gordon, 1967; Lander, 1954; Polk, 1967; Stanfield, 1966; Willie, 1967).
With the possible exception of the latter genre of theories,
it is posited that all of the foregoing formulations can be reinterpreted
or redefined in part so as to support the efficacy of treatment efforts
located within traditional institutions and pro-social peer groups.
However, proper presentation requires that the foregoing supposition
not be introduced, nor accepted, as an overgeneralized and unsupported
effort to justify a preferred stance. Each theoretical formulation
requires detailed analysis in order to ascertain the extent to which
its logic differentially supports or refutes the position set forth
above (for such an analysis see Feldman, et al., 1971). At this juncture,
however, only selected basic assumptions will be reviewed for each
formulation and, concomitantly, relevant issues will be raised with
reference to the efficacy of treatment in traditional agencies.
1. Unavailability of legitimate social opportunities. Assumptions:
Delinquency, in part, is attributed to the paucity of legitimate
socialization, educational, cultural, and occupational opportunities
within the child's immediate environment, particularly if the child is
from the lower socio-economic strata. Issue: Since traditional agencies
possess relatively extensive socialization, educational, cultural, and
skill training resources can they be considered valuable rehabilitative
loci for delinquent or anti-social youth?
behavior
as a reactfon agal.nst nlddle class varues and success standards; in part,thls reactfon occurs because the child lacks sufficlent skl.lls and
resources to rtreet euch etandards. rssue: can frequent fDteractloD ldthpro-socfal ehlldren reault fn nodelltng and learnlng of skfrls sufffcientto attaiû typical uiddte class goals?
9. Broad socLo- Assuoptlons:Dellnquent [s att
, socfal audneterial deffcienclee of the local communlty, and sl_ntlar factors; con-
sequentry' L'terventfon nust be geared toward broad uolts of analysre,
such as comunÍtfee, and mu6t assure the dlÊtributfoD of basíc eoctal and
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8. Reaction formation against middle class values andsuccess standards. Assumptions: Children engage in anti-social behavior
as a reaction against middle class values and success standards; in part,this reaction occurs because the child lacks sufficient skills and
resources to meet such standards. Issue: Can frequent interaction withpro-social children result in modelling and learning of skills sufficient
to attain typical middle class goals?
9. Broad scale socio-economic and ecological factors. Assumptions:Delinquent behavior is attributable to economic deprivation, social and
material deficiencies of the local community, and similar factors; con-
sequently, intervention must be geared toward broad units of analysis,
such as communities, and must assure the distribution of basic social and
economic requisites for pro-social living. Issue: Virtually by
definition, responses to this formulation must be of broad scope;
consequently, the basic issue refers to whether or not it is feasible to
sufficiently redefine the services of traditional agencies so as to
provide a significant supplement in rehabilitative programs for delinquent
children?
It is essential to reiterate that the foregoing formulations and
issues have been set forth in their briefest and simplest forms. Many of
the formulations are overlapping. Some support one another whereas others
are contradictory (Bordua, 1961, 1962; Hirschi, 1969; Short, 1963).
Empirical evidence has confirmed certain aspects of each and has refuted
others. And, moreover, each formulation introduces certain considerations
that could militate against the above proposals and, consequently, whichdeserve detailed examination in their own right. Thus, for example, itis possible that repeated failure in a pro-social peer group could lead
to further reaction formations or to the strengthening of a deviant self-
concept. Hence group leaders and peers must be trained sufficiently to
avert such failures or to transpose them into productive learning exper-iences, thus breaking the vicious cycle of failure, reaction formation,
deviant self-concept, labelling, rejection, and further failure. None-
theless, it is assumed that the foregoing discussion, however brief, has
suggested the efficacy of a detailed re-examination of current theoretical
formulations in order to assess their consonance with the above proposals.
Operational Implications for Traditional Agencies
The foregoing analysis points to a unique, but circumspect,
redefinition of service objectives for traditional social work agencies.
Within the context of their present services such agencies should endeavor
to integrate limited number of children with behavioral problems into
on-going recreational, educational, cultural, or leisure-time groups. In
order to (1) enhance the therapeutic potential of agency groups, (2) reduce
possible dysfunctional consequences for regular group members, (3) decrease
client visibility, (4) minimize possible definition of the agency as a
treatment institution, and (5) maintain continued support from members
who utilize the agency's regular services, efforts should be made to
enroll no more than one or two such clients in each group. Agency staff
should receive sufficient supplementary training, of an in-service nature,
to enhance their capacities to assess clients' behavioral problems, to
plan rehabilitation goals, and to implement rehabilitative interventions.
Moreover, in order to minimize any possibility of undue stigmatization
it would be desirable for clients to join groups at the same time as other
members or, at least, to introduce new pro-social members to the group
at the same time that the client joins.
Aside from the foregoing considerations every effort should be
made to conduct agency operations in the usual manner. In fact, to do
otherwise might jeopardize the particular strengths of such agencies as
loci for rehabilitative programs! Membership procedures, privileges
and obligations, staff supervisory practices, program planning, and all
else should be altered minimally, if at all, as such programs are
elaborated. Thus, although the posited alterations call for the partial
redefinition of agency services their operational implications may be
rather negligible.
Preliminary analysis might raise concerns regarding the extent
of anticipated resistance to such programs among the agency's regular
clientele. The most common concerns are likely to focus upon possible
increments in staff workload or potential negative consequences for the
agency's regular clientele, such as becoming more anti-social, delin-
quent, or behaviorally disordered themselves. In truth, an unequivocally
prudent outlook would dictate that such possibilities be viewed as
empirical questions to be examined systematically within each agency.
However, there are considerable data that challenge the validity of
such concerns.
Much empirical research indicates, for example, that a minority
of one is likely to conform to behavioral norms expressed by the
majority (Asch, 1952; Backman, et al., 1966; Feldman, 1967; Schachter,
1951; Siegel and Siegel, 1957). However, should the minority be
enlarged to two or three members there is a greater likelihood that it
can resist the majority's conformity pressures (Asch, 1952; Backman,
et al., 1966) and, in fact, stimulate atypical behavior among the
majority. Such possibilities also may be enhanced if the minority
member is permitted to exert extraordinary reward and punishment powers
over the majority (Lippitt, et al., 1960).
Demographic studies of juvenile delinquency also tend to
support the foregoing promise. Following a review of data compiled in
Davidson County, Tennessee, Reiss and Rhodes (1961) report that a low
status boy in a predominantly high status area with a low rate of
delinquency has almost no chance of being classified a juvenile delin-
quent. If, then, client membership is limited to a single individual
per group the possibilities for deviant behavior by the client and/or
regular members would appear to be reduced to the minimum consistent
with integrated treatment. Moreover, supervision and assistance from
agency staff, even those who have received minimal training, should
serve to assure stable client and member behaviors within normal limits.
In fact, an impressive body of research indicates that considerable
treatment effectivness can be achieved by sub-professionals who 
have
received only a minimum of supplemental training (Grosser, et al., 1969;
Poser, 1966; Sigurdson, 1969).
A growing body of literature also reveals that "traditional"
social work agencies are increasing their services to certain "high-
risk" clients, such as educable mental retardates, with few of the
possible dysfunctions suggested above. Even though such clients
frequently exhibit severe behavioral disturbances it has proven possible
to integrate them into regular agency groups with a minimum of staff
overload, with virtually no significant negative outcomes for regular
agency members, and with considerable benefits for the clients
(Deschin and Nash, 1971; Flax and Peters, 1969; Pumphrey, et al., 1969).
The present investigators' experiences during the pre-test
year of a service-research program strongly support the position set
forth earlier. As one component of a larger study, fourteen different
anti-social children were each integrated into one of fourteen groups
composed of pro-social children. Review of preliminary non-quantitative
data indicates no appreciable work overload for staff; in fact, skills
derived from a brief in-service training program were utilized effectively
in other contexts within the agency. Moreover, the clients' pro-social
behaviors apparently increased substantially whereas there have been
no significant negative consequences for the regular group members.
Indeed, it is plausible that further data analysis will reveal signifi-
cant advantages for the latter members. Follow-up data, comparative data
from pro-social and anti-social control groups, and data conceriing
the effects of several types of treatment modalities will be examined
in order to afford more rigorous assessment of key hypotheses, including
those pertaining to the proposals set forth above.
Sumlmry
Rehabilitative endeavors within correctional institutions have
failed because of overpopulation, high costs, labelling and stigmatization
of inmates, low transferability of treatment changes to the outside
community, and deviant peer group composition. Community treatment
programs have fared little better because they also entail client
stigmatization and typically are conducted within the context of deviant
peer groups. Consequently, in order to enhance the rehabilitative
potential of community treatment, subsequent efforts should be conducted
within "traditional" agencies and within pro-social peer groups. The
emphasis upon "pro-social" rehabilitation environments does not posit
any particular assets and/or liabilities of a given socio-economic
stratum, thus avoiding a major deficiency of many sociological theories
of juvenile delinquency, viz., the tendency to derive particularized
etiological and interventive principles from a generalized variable, that
is, social class. Instead, our basic assumption is that both anti-social
and pro-social environments are to be found within any social stratum,
and that the latter ought to constitute the preferred loci for rehabilita-
tive endeavors.
A brÍef overvÍes of naJor fo¡mulatfons concerofng Juvenfledelfnquency reveale at least nLnl-or¡m consoûance betr¡een thetr basfc
assumptlone and the proposala set forth here. Ìloreover, although the
proposals eavLsfoo e broad ecale augmentatfon of rehabl.litatlon resources
the operatfonal coueequeuces for fndfvldual agencÍes and theLr meubers
appear ¡s þs ¡t¡lnel. Forthcomfng onFlrical data rrtll petmlt speclfic
and detal.led exanfnatlon of the foregofng proposals. Eowever, as
"traditfonal" agencLeg choose to adopt or re5èct then prlor tó accr¡mula-
tl.on of all the requlelte data one nfght easfly conduct a Êeparate
study of conefderable merft, the subject of which ¡¡ould be innovatlon
slthfn aoclal r¡ork fnetftutions.
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